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     FUNCTIONAL. STRIKING. HISTORIC.   
HOHLPFANNE



HOHLPFANNE

HOHLPFANNE, long cut (for fore-cut coverage)

Functional. Striking. Historical. Living original.

Dimensions: approx. 405 x 247 mm
Covering length: approx. 330 mm
Covering width: approx. 220 mm 
Required: from approx. 13.8 pcs/m2

Weight per pc.: approx. 2.9 kg
Minimum roof pitch: 30° with sub-roof
Standard roof pitch: 40° accodring to ZVDH
Package contents: 252 pcs on euro-pallet
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Innovation built on tradition. Original Laumans clay tile roofs. 

The original: a genuine clay tile 
makes history.

Simply good: thenand now 
The basic shape of the Hohlpfanne 
(pantile) goes back to the ancient 
Romans. They were well aware of the 
value and beauty of fired clay. They 
used pantiles to protect their houses. 
Heavily curved and without interlock-
ing joints, to this day it remains a simple 
method to give your house a matchless 
character and, at the same time, defy all 
environmental influences.

For historical buildings ...
Its wide distribution over the centuries 
makes the pantile the first choice today 
for restoring, renovating or modernising 
historical buildings. It adapts to the 
conditions of the roof surface like no 
other tile and fits coherently into a 
homogenous overall appearance.

... and modern build styles
This historical classic also goes extremely 
well with modern building styles thanks 
to the striking wave appearance of the 
roof. 

The pronounced interaction of light 
and shadow is particularly beautiful in 
the deep curve of the tile and always 
puts your house in the right light in 
combination with four unobtrusive 
natural shades.

The subtle difference
Fore-cut coverage
Long cut Hohlpfannen (pantiles)  used 
for fore-cut coverage. The successive 
rows of tiles overlap one another at a 
height determined by the size of the 
corner cut. This results in the upper 
right tile and the lower left tile abutting 
against each other diagonally at the 
four-tile corner. 

Fo
re-cut coverage Cut coverage

Cut coverage
Short cut Hohlpfannen (pantiles) are 
used for cut coverage. The successive 
rows of tiles overlap one another at the 
minimum overlap height depending on 
the roof pitch. Four tiles overlap at the 
four-tile corner.

Your roofing craftsman can tell you 
which coverage is the right one for your 
building project.

The HOHLPFANNE 
Also available as short-cut version. 

HOHLPFANNE, short cut (for cut coverage)

Functional. Distinctive. Historic.
Living original made of clay.

Dimensions: approx.  414 x 247 mm
Covering length: approx. 325 mm 
on average (approx. 315 – 335 mm 
depending on roof pitch)
Covering width: approx. 220 mm
Required: from approx. 13.6 pcs/m2 
Weight per pc.: approx. 2.9 kg
Minimum roof pitch: 25 ° with sub-roof
Standard roof pitch: 35 °
Package contents: 252 pcs on europallet 

Short cut



No matter which colour best matches 
your house: the red, yellow, brown 
and grey tones of the Hohlpfanne 
always make a valuable contribution 
to the overall appearance of your real 
estate. 

Pure nature

In conjunction with the nuanced colour 
play of these purely natural prod-
ucts the vivid roof area effect of the 
Hohlpfanne underlines the occupants’ 
vital claim to healthy living space and 
lifelong security. 

Natural red
Only fired clay tiles can be called “natural 
red”. The appearance of this colour can vary, 
which produces an animated roof appear-
ance.

Natural Firing
This is a special production process to 
achieve particular colour shades. The main 
feature is that the colours go right through 
the whole tile, i.e. the tiles are throughcol-
oured. Adding the natural mineral titanium 
oxide to the clay mass produces yellow 
shades, whilst mixing in manganese produc-
es the brown colour spectrum. The removal 
of oxygen during the firing process changes 
the natural red body completely into a grey 
shade, which we call braised blue.

A special process during firing evokes 
distinctly stronger nuances within the 
colours ‚red reduced‘ and ‚blackish blue 
nuanced‘ for an antique impression.

The resulting colours are unsurpassed in 
their lively appearance, showing distinct nu-
ances and a particularly intense and natural 
interplay of colours which creates a uniquely 
beautiful surface effect.

Natural colours 
For a classical look.
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Show your colours
Do you already know Laumans’ full 
colour and clay tile assortment? Apart 
from the Hohlpfanne we offer many 
other tile types in a great variety of co-
lours. Pick “your” colour from exquisite 
shades of blue and green or elegant 
red, brown and black tones. Match your 
roof individually with your house.
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No. 11 – natural red

No. 1
6 - Subdued grey

No. 36 - Yellow

N
o. 1

16 - Subdued coloured

No. 35 - Brown

No. 1
11 - Red-coloured

No. 11 – natural red



Naturally made from clay

So that your roof can perform its vari-
ous functions trouble free for genera-
tions, Laumans recommends the use of 
shaped parts made of clay. In that way, 
a system is obtained, which is known 
as the full-ceramic clay tile roof. A 
unit unbeatable in form and function, 
which defies all environmental influ-
ences and shows no material fatigue, 
even after decades. Naturally you can 
get the shaped parts in every possible 
colour and surface finish. Simply speak 
to your roofer or roof expert. He will 
gladly show you the various possibili-
ties. 

Original Laumans clay tile roof
The illustration on the right shows in 
which areas of the roof a ceramic solu-
tion is to be striven for. Only the full-
ceramic roof, from the eaves to the 
roof ridge, guarantees the unmistak-
able overall performance a Laumans 
of clay tile roof.

Each roof a masterpeach
Whether new roofing, renovation 
or remodelling: with Laumans you 
also always receive a good feeling 
of being at home, besides the full-
ceramic roof. No matter whether an 
ambitious architectural project or an 
economic building project is involved 
– a Laumans clay tile roof is always 
the right choice: Visually complete 
and technically perfect.

Your roof protects you. 
So protect your roof!

02. Ventilation pipe

Rain-tight venting
for bathrooms and air 
outlet conduits above 
the roof. Also available 
as an antenna tile.

01. Ventilation tile

Additional surface 
ventilation in the eaves 
and ridge area and for 
roof structures.

04. Ridge tile (conical) 

Perfect finishing tile 
for secure coverage of 
adjacent roof planes on 
the ridge and hip.

05. Ridge starting tile

Elegant ridge formation as 
a starting and ending tile.

06. Ridge ending tile

Beautiful and functional 
design for the ending of 
the ridge.

07. Hip cap

All-ceramic covering 
of the transition between 
the ridge and hip. Suit-
able for roof pitches 
of 18 – 50°.

08. Universal shed 
roof tile

Universal cover with 
finishing tiles.

03. Double brim tile

Left-hand closer for 
ascending masonry or 
roof windows.

More accessories

Of course you can obtain more non-ceramic accessories 
from Laumans for functional aspects like storm safety, 
snow guarding and solar energy use.
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The real thing:
HOHLPFANNE
for traditional-style roofs.

There‘s more 
behind it.

Would you like to know more? Just contact your 
roofer or specialist dealer or get in touch with 
Laumans – fast and without obligation. You will 
discover how to get the roof of your dreams. 

Apart from the MuldenVariabel 
we offer tile types in many shapes, colours and 
surface finishes. Feel free to visit 
www.laumans.de and view our complete pro-
duct range.

Gebr. Laumans GmbH & Co. KG
Stiegstraße 88, D-41379 Brüggen
Phone + 49 (0) 21 57.14 13 0
Fax  + 49 (0) 21 57.14 13 39
info@laumans.de, www.laumans.de
www.mein-neues-traum-dach.de

This b
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MYROOF® 

The simulation program/application 
for roof refurbishments. Free as an app. 
or PC version.

www.myroof.laumans.de


